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Towards “smarter and safer 
cities”?



  

Towards “smarter and safer 
cities”?

In the EU Commission calls on “smart and safe 
cities”, applicants are asked to propose pilot 
projects focusing on:
● “methods to detect weapons, explosives, toxic 

substances”
● “systems for video surveillance”
● “methods to identify, and neutralize crime 

perpetrators whilst minimizing intrusion into 
crowded areas.” 



  

A word on netCommons

● EU H2020 project (2016-2019)

● Looking at commons-based 
telecommunications network (aka 
“Community Networks)

● Interdisciplinary: computer science, 
economics, urban studies, law and history



  

The Commons?

= “Peer-to-peer approach in which every user can be a 
provider and consumer at the same time, or even be 
involved in the platform governance (...). If the actors 
involved do not just share a resource but collaborate to 
create, produce or regenerate a common resource for 
the wider public, the community, they are cooperating, 
they are pooling for the commons” 
(Report of the European Committee of the Regions, 
Brighenti 2016).

(on that shared basis: strong political differences 
within commons-based movements – 
Papadimitropoulos 2017)



  

www.netcommons.eu



  

● Leveraging digital technologies to “enable 
citizens’ participation in democratic processes”

● Boost the “collaborative economy” 

● Decentralized, bottom-up collective action to 
tackle a wide range of social and environmental 
issues

netCommons was part of H2020 
subprogram CAPS 
(Collective Awareness Platforms for 
Sustainability and Social Innovation)



  

A brief history of community-
owned communication networks



  

US independent telephone companies 
Locality, connectivity and community in community-
owned telephone networks at the end of the 19th 
century



  

Swedish telephone cooperatives (1900s) 
Locality, connectivity and community in community-
owned telephone networks at the end of the 19th 
century



  

The Free Radio movement (1970s): 
When new broadcasting technology meets new social 
movements



  

Consume.net (1990s)  
First IP-Based ands wireless Community Networks



  

History:  
The First IP-Based 
Community Networks



  

For the late Armin Medosch (2014), Consume was: 
conceived “as a techno-social system from the very 
start. There ideas combined aspects of social and 
technological self-organisation. (…) While such large 
infrastructural projects are usually either built by the 
state or by large corporations, James and Julian 
thought that this could be achieved by bottom-up 
forms of organic growth. Individual node owners would 
set up wireless network nodes on rooftops, balconies 
and window sills. Each node would be owned and 
maintained by its owner, who would also define the 
rules of engagement with other nodes. The network 
would grow as a result of the combination of social 
and urban topologies.”



  

2. The possibility 
of an organic Internet



  

Community Networks, and more.
CNs as alternative to corporate online services

“Community Network” is a simple term to describe a 
wide variety of efforts by local communities, and not 
private companies or the state, to build and manage 
all or parts of the infrastructure required to enjoy and 
co-create the Internet and other communication 
services.



  

Web cartography of European Community Networks



  

Guifi.net (Catalunya and Spain)



  

Sarantaporo (Greece)



  

Freifunk (Germany)



  

Federation FDN (France)



  

Alternative to Big Tech: 
Working towards self/community-hosting



  

3. The Right to the Hybrid City



  

Defining Hybrid Cities

Digital technologies act as mediator for interactions between 
people, define social spaces = contemporary urban spaces 
have an inherently hybrid (digital and physical) nature

‘Right to the hybrid city’ (Antoniadis and Apostol, 2014) = a 
set of fundamental rights within this ongoing struggle. 

a) the right to access the core resources of the city; 
b) the right to be represented, to be part of the collective 

identity; 
c) the right to participate in important decisions regarding 

urban policies and design;
d) the right to ownership of the urban commons.



  

Urban and digital activists unite!
Articulating an alternative to the corporate smart 
city (both by resisting to Big Tech and building 
alternatives)



  

Defining Hybrid Cities
Csdlskdkl

#FuckOffGoogle campaign in Berlin



  

#Against SidewalkLab in Toronto



  

Upcoming 
Technopolice 
campaign against Safe 
City projects in France



  

Guifi.net members
working with eReuse.org to reuse 
electronic waste and mange it as a 
commons



  

Freifunk working to bring Internet 
access to refugees in Germany



  

Tetaneutral in Toulouse connecting a 
healthcare clinic for homeless people 



  

FFDN partnering with independent 
movie theaters to establish an 
independent distribution system 
based on BiTorrent



- Google Doc : https://framapad.org/

- Google Drive : 
https://framadrive.org/

- Doodle : https://framadate.org/

- Dropbox : https://framadrop.org/

- Slack ou Facebook Groups/Messenger 
: https://framateam.org/

- Google Form : 
https://framaforms.org/

- Skype : https://framatalk.org/

- services blog des GAFAM : 
https://frama.wiki/

- Pour le reste, voir : 
https://framasoft.fr/#topPgCloud

Framasoft 
providing 
alternative online 
services targeted 
for the activists 
and not-for-profit 
sector

https://framapad.org/
https://framadrive.org/
https://framadate.org/
https://framadrop.org/
https://framateam.org/
https://framaforms.org/
https://framatalk.org/
https://frama.wiki/
https://framasoft.fr/#topPgCloud


Alternative models to the corporate 
Smart City exist for hybrid cities. 
But it would require significant changes in policy, 
and sound strategies to avoid the cooptation by 
state or market actors
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